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Abstract
Emulation is a technology, historically mostly used for virtual commissioning of automated
industrial systems, and operator training. Trends show that new areas for deployment are
being investigated. One way to broaden the scope of emulation technology is to increase
emulation detail level. The University of Skövde conduct research within emulation
technology, and are developing a higher detail level emulation platform performing on
component level. For transparent and systematic development of component models on this
level, an open, extensible, and flexible data model for emulation models of industrial
components is wanted. This thesis is contributing to this endeavour by developing a first
draft of such a data model. A demonstration is also conducted by implementing a few
components into the developing emulation environment, using XML as file format. An
iterative "design and creation" methodology was used to develop and implement an object
oriented data model. A selected set of industrial components were used to develop and
demonstrate the data model, and the final result is visually represented as a class diagram
together with explanatory documentation. Using the methodology and data modelling
strategy used in this thesis, systematic and transparent development of emulation models
on component level is possible in an extensible and flexible manner.
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Abstrakt
Emulering är en teknologi som historiskt mestadels använts vid virtuel idrifttagning av
industriella automatiserade system samt vid operatörsträning. Trender visar att nya
användningsområden utforskas. Ett sätt att vidga användningsområdet för emulering är att
öka dess detaljnivå. Högskolan i Skövde utför forskning inom emulering och utvecklar en
emuleringsplattform med utökad detaljnivå, även kallad komponentnivån. För att kunna
arbeta systematiskt med utvecklandet av emuleringsmodeller för denna nivå önskas en
öppen, skalbar, och flexibel datamodell för emuleringsmodeller. Detta examensarbete bidrar
till detta genom att utveckla ett första utkast av en sådan data modell. Datamodellen
demonstreras genom implementation inom den utvecklandes emuleringsmiljön, med hjälp
av filformatet XML. En iterativ "design and creation" metodologi användes för att utveckla
och implementera datamodellen. Ett set av industriella komponenter användes i
utvecklingen och implementationen av datamodellen. Projektets resultat presenteras som
ett klassdiagram tillsammans med förklarande dokumentation. Används projektes
metodologi och datamodellerings-strategi kan man med fördel arbeta transparant och
systematiskt med utveckling av emuleringsmodeller för anginven nivå.
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1 Introduction
Creating and employing some form of virtual representation of a physical system design is
not a new phenomenon. Within the industrial sector emulation technology have been
successfully used in order to perform virtual commissioning of automation systems
(McGregor, 2002), which means using a virtual model of a system design in order to test
control programs for flaws to be addressed before the system is implemented in physical
form. Another use is early operator staff training in order to familiarize operators pre
implementation to minimize start-up time of the system (McGregor, 2002). These two areas
are the main usages of emulation, but as technology develops and complexity of automated
system designs increase, computational technologies like emulation may become
increasingly important tools to counter other challenges as well (Negri, Fumagalli, & Macchi
2017; Shahim, N. & Møller, C. 2016). New areas for emulation is being investigated in order
to expand the technology beyond the narrow functional scope of virtual commissioning and
operator training. The University of Skövde is conducting research within the virtual factory,
including virtual commissioning where emulation is a main technology. One of the objectives
is to create a holistic solution for integrating an emulation model (digital twin) within the
whole life cycle of a system. This entail the expansion of the functionalities of the emulation
models to enable the technology to create value in every phase of a system life cycle. The
competence of an emulation technology partly lies in the detail level of its operation. For
example: an emulation model could be as simple as a variable list representing the system
inputs and outputs showing the connections current status using parameters. A model like
this does not provide much information about the system nor allow much possibility for
value creation in several phases of a system life cycle. On the other hand a fully equipped
emulation environment with detailed components and connections, realistic 3D
visualisations, active dynamics and physics, energy emulation, connection to the physical
system, and so on, could deliver diverse and usable information about a complex system.
The University of Skövde is developing emulation software and they are in the process of
increasing the detail level of their system. One goal is to emulate on "component level"
which they define as "a detail level where each component is individually modelled and
include all essential functionalities such as spatial functions, communication, signals, energy
consumption, and behaviour". Two thesis are involved in contribution to this project by the
development of an open data model for emulation models of industrial components and by
the development of a methodology for emulation of electric, pneumatic, and hydraulic
energy consumption and behaviour.

1.1 Problem Definition
In order to create a rich system emulation of an automated industrial system, depth in
detail is important. The University of Skövde is developing an emulation technology aiming
for emulation on component level. This demand emulation models that can handle this level.
Many emulation software are being developed, but there is no open data model or file
format for emulation models of industrial components to base the development on. In order
to conduct transparent and systematic development of emulation models, with competence
to handle component level, an open, extensible, and flexible data model is wanted. This
thesis focus on the development of such a data model.
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1.2 Aim and Goals
The aim for this thesis is to propose an open, extensible, and flexible data model for
emulation models of industrial components. Further, the project aim to demonstrate the
data model by implementation of some components into the developing emulation
environment, using a suitable open file format. Main goals are:
• Propose an open, extensible, and flexible data model for emulation models of
industrial components
• Demonstrate the data model by implementation using a suitable open file format

1.3 Limitations
The project is focused on creating a data model draft based on a fixed set of industrial
components. Implementation of the data model using an open file format will be performed
in cooperation with the University of Skövde, and implementation is done in the context of
the emulation environment supplied.

1.4 Sustainable development
Technology has the potential to contribute to the fulfilling of present and future human
needs, by being sustainable without destructive impact on environment, social factors, and
economic systems. It is important to mind sustainability when developing new technology, in
order for it to become a contributing factor, not putting heavy strain on the finite resources
of the planet. Sustainable development can be defined as:
"development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs." (World Commission on
Environment and Development, 1987).
In this study sustainable development is reflected upon in section 7, discussion.

1.5 Method
1.5.1 Method Background
Background
This thesis base its method on the "design and creation" research methodology as
described by Oates (2006). The method is used for problems needing a computer-based
product, also known as artefact, for their solution. One challenge in creating an artefact in
the context of research is the recording and explanation of how the stages of analysis,
design, implementation and testing has been performed. Oates (2006) call the method used
for this, the systems development method and the method could be a well used model or a
personally developed one. The chosen method should make it easy for readers to follow the
progression from first awareness of the problem, to understanding it, to creation of possible
design solutions and finally to a working and implemented computer-based product. There
are two ways to go about using a systems development method. The waterfall model is
stepwise which mean that the analysis phase is fully manifested before moving on the
design phase, which is fully manifested before moving on to the implementation phase.
Manifesting a project like this mean that every step is carried out thoroughly before moving
to the next, which may lead to higher probability that the product will function correctly.
2

With some projects certain steps are not possible to fulfil completely in a sequential manner
why the prototyping method is more fitting. The prototype approach mean that an initial
prototype is designed and implemented. The experience stemming from this process is used
to update the analysis and design model, creating a revised prototype. This is made in an
iterative manner throughout the project, gradually improving the prototype into a fully
functional implementation. One benefit with this strategy is that the problem does not have
to be fully understood before investigating possible solutions. Compared to the waterfall
solution, implementation of the prototype may occur early where the waterfall solution start
implementation first when time is getting short. Both methods need proper method
documentation to allow traceability, so that the reader can follow how things evolved. The
prototype method is chosen in this study.
Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004) propose a design science research methodology described as
a problem solving approach using an iterative process of five steps, also depicted in figure 1.
• Awareness of Problem: The aim of this step is to arrive at an interesting problem suited for
research and capture it in a research proposal. Inspiration may include new developments in
an area of interest or related area, or reading literature proposing subjects for further
research.
• Suggestion: in this step the problem get paired with a tentative solution arrived to by
using creativity to combine new and existing elements into functionality pointing to a
solution to the problem.
• Development: the tentative solution is refined and implemented. Implementation
technique depend on the artefact to be created.
• Evaluation: the implemented solution is evaluated against criteria identified and captured
in the proposal. Deviations from expectations are identified and tentatively explained.
Results in this step are used as a starting point for another iteration.
• Conclusion: the final step of the research effort, where the artefact typically still have
functional deviations from the cyclic updated hypothetical ideas, but are decided to be
"good enough". Results are recorded and categorized. Found facts are presented as well as
anomalies not explained by the research that could be addressed by future research.
These five steps compose a need driven iterative cycle, rather than a rigid step-by-step
process. Current and past activities may contribute to a deeper understanding of the
problem and may prompt new ideas, developments, and adjustment in some direction.
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Figure 1: The Design Science Process Model, Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004)

1.5.2 Method Application
Two methodologies were designed using the design and creation research strategy. One
was aimed at the development of the data model and the other at the implementation of
the data model, see figure 18 and figure 25. Both methodologies contain a preparatory,
iterative, and conclusive phase. The preparatory phases consist of information gathering and
organization in order to arrive at a tentative design, this is reflected by the "awareness of
problems" and "suggestion" steps in the model above. In the iterative phases solutions are
developed by creation and evaluation, this is reflected by an iterative process between the
steps "development" and "evaluation" in the model above. When development was
considered finished results were written up, reflecting the "conclusion" step in the model
above. The two methodologies are elaborated in section 4, and section 5.

1.6 Disposition
Section 2 outlines a theoretical frame of reference. Section 3 investigate previous work
within industrial component modelling and established data related technologies. Section 4
describe the development of the data model and section 5 describe the implementation
process, while section 6 present the resulting data model together with implementation
examples. Section 7 and 8 present discussion and conclusions.
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2 Theoretical framework
2.1 Industrial Automation in the era of IoT and Industry 4.0
The internet is usually described in terms of a global network of interconnected computers
using standard protocols to communicate. For the most part this communication is due to
human activity. Within the concept of internet of things (IoT) there is another entity utilizing
this connectivity, but without human intervention, namely: the smart component. Smart
components can use actuators to manipulate its proximity and sensors to probe and map
the environment. They could identify nearby components, and establish communication
channels for data exchange (Matta, Pant, and Arora, 2017). Beyond data retrieval and
communication, the smart component is equipped with increasingly competent
computational power. These computational powers open up for extensive data analysis
within the component itself, making it possible for the component to perform useful actions
autonomously, without dependence of distributed equipment or human intervention.
Within the framework of "Industry 4.0" these smart technologies are realized within an
industrial context, with the anticipated effects of significantly increasing production system
flexibility and adaptability (Weyer, Schmitt, Ohmer, and Gorecky, 2015). From a
manufacturers perspective these improvements are welcome, since market trends point
towards greater demand for customized products (Weyer, Schmitt, Ohmer, and Gorecky,
2015; Yang, Shen, and Wang, 2018) which naturally have shorter life cycles. To keep up with
production of customized products with short life cycles manufacturers may employ
automated systems utilizing the flexible and adaptability enhancing technologies of the
future. Ideas and visions for future technology and its potential impact on the manufacturing
industry are creative and plentiful, with some technologies already being materialized. One
promising technology that did move beyond the status of idea is the digital twin, which is a
digital copy of a physical system, that utilize the potential of the upcoming technologies to
realistically mimic its physical counterpart.

2.2 Industrial Automation Simulation and Emulation
Manufacturing systems trend toward increased complexity as automation and technology
in many cases are a necessity to implement, in order to reach a competitive level within
production effectiveness, flexibility and safety. It is important that the automation system is
correctly engineered, fully functional, implemented, and then if needed updated, within the
least amount of time in order to quickly respond to changing market demands and decrease
costly down-time (Novak, Kadera, and Wimmer, 2017). The daunting engineering task is to
design a competitive automation system that is fast to implement, adapt, and that work
straight away. Simulation and emulation are valuable tools in this context, as certain aspects
can be tested and verified before the system is built or changed in order to save time and
resources. Simulation is a set of computerized techniques used to imitate the operations of
real-world facilities or processes in order to study and gain understanding of their behaviour
(Law, 2014). The object of study is examined and a set of assumptions about its workings are
listed and implemented into a model that can be exposed to different simulation methods.
In order for the model to render useful data, the model has to be accurate enough for the
results to remain statistically meaningful (McGregor, 2002). Emulation is a related
phenomenon, and the emulation model could be quite similar to the simulation model and
could even be built of the same building blocks, still there are significant differences in their
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use and operation (McGregor, 2002). Comparing simulation and emulation, their main
differences is outlined when the aims and methods are investigated. Aims of simulation
include design and analysis of manufacturing systems, development and testing of solutions,
and demonstrating and evaluating new ideas (Law, 2014; McGregor, 2002). When a
simulation model is set and experiments initiated, a simulation can run at high speed
restricted mostly by model complexity and computational power of the machines running
the simulation engine. Methods have been developed to distribute the work to multiple
machines. Emulation is different to simulation as some selected part of the whole system is
not based in software, usually the control system is hardware and connected to the software
model (McGregor, 2002). Aims for emulation include a precise test and verification of
control system operation during different system conditions, as well as operator and
maintenance training (McGregor, 2002). This demand a more precise model of the system.
Another difference is that emulation run in real-time since the majority of control systems
operate in real-time and their system timers cannot adapt to the faster pace that a
simulation setup could produce (McGregor, 2002). Just as simulation, emulation can take
advantage of distributed computational powers to increase efficiency by running multiple
emulations in parallel on multiple computers.

2.3 The Digital Twin
The digital twin (DT) is a recent phenomenon within the manufacturing arena. In a
literature review Negri, Fumagalli, & Macchi (2017) conclude that there is no unique
definition of the term digital twin within the scientific literature, why an explicit definition is
yet to come. The authors (Negri, Fumagalli, & Macchi et al, 2017) make a proposition to use
a definition elaborated by the European H2020 project MAYA.
"The DT consist of a virtual representation of a production system that is able to
run on different simulation disciplines that is characterized by the synchronization
between the virtual and real system, thanks to sensed data and connected smart
components, mathematical models and real time data elaboration." (Negri et al,
2017, p. 946)
From this definition it is possible to derive that a digital twin is a computerized virtual copy
of a physical system or machine, and this copy is connected and synchronized with its
physical counterpart. This virtual representation contain models of the real systems
mechanical, functional, and communicative aspects (Schlause and Rossmann, 2016). The
origin of the digital twin have been tracked to the aerospace industry where NASA have
been using digital copies of their vehicles to perform various training and simulations, in
order to diagnose vehicle health and make predictions about it's future, although the term
was first defined in 2010. Since then the concept have been adopted into the manufacturing
arena. Having digital and computable copies of real equipment open up to the possibility to
utilize the benefits of simulation and emulation. There are several advantages related to
system verification using virtual systems to perform virtual commissioning: mechanical
verification of geometry and mechanical design, component movement and operation, and
verification of control programs (Hoffmann, Maksoud, Schumann, and Premier, 2010;
Vermaak and Niemann, 2015). Operators and maintenance personal can be trained using
emulation long before the system is built (McGregor, 2002) also enabling opportunity for
user feedback prior plan implementation. Simulation could be used to validate plans for a
new factory and secure design decisions, reducing risk of incorrect planning (Wischnewski
6

and Freund, 2004). When a production system is up and running, a virtual copy can be used
as a prototyping environment where hardware or software changes can be tested and
analyzed for feasibility (Lee and Park, 2014). A connected and synchronized digital twin need
to harvest data from its physical counterpart. This task is getting increasingly feasible due to
new developing technology making computational power and connectivity smaller in format
and integrated into embedded smart components. The design of a digital twin is still a time
consuming and costly task where components, machines and system models must be
modelled from a low-level where a more effective way could be if low-level models could be
provided from equipment vendors (Hoffmann et al. 2010) focusing the system design effort
to high-level. One could imagine vendors providing low-level models in tandem with their
physical products in the same way most mechanical parts come with the possibility to
download their 3D CAD digital counterpart.

2.4 Modelling Industrial Components
Automation is based on technologies that perform tasks of physical or information
processing without human assistance. Technologies at the lowest level in a factory closest to
the process are components like sensors and actuators. Historically these automation
components where mostly considered mechanical in nature but recent developments in
technology have led to more complex systems on this level where on-board mechanical,
electrical, and software components interact in order to manifest specific tasks (Hummel,
2011). Components like this are more appropriate to call mechatronic components. In order
to model mechatronic components suitable for emulation a data model covering physical,
functional, and logical aspects must be created (Hoffmann et al. 2010). Physical aspects of a
component consist of geometry, which is modelled by 3D structures. Movements of parts
are modelled using kinematic data. Functional aspects like interfaces and parameters can be
modelled by attributes, and component behaviour is modelled using logic (Hoffmann et al.
2010.) Modelling components is time consuming and demand certain expertise of both the
component and component modelling (Hoffmann et al. 2010). Since there is no standard file
format, once a model is created, it may not translate into other software which is a problem
during big projects where multidisciplinary work and software is utilized.

2.5 Data Model and File Formats
A model is an abstract representation of a phenomenon, and it focuses on expressing
essential features, or data, of its subject without unnecessary detail (Pooley, 2002). A data
model organize and structure elements of data and define how different data elements
relate to each other and to concepts and entities in the real world. A file format can be used
to encode and store data model information into a computer file, in order to be used by
software programs (Wikipedia, 2018). Figure 2 show a diagram where a data model is used
to model a specific entity. This entity data model is encoded using a file format, into a file
that can be used by software in order to utilize its data.
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Figure 2: The relationship between a data model and a file format

2.6 Combinational and Sequential Logic Design
One important part of any component is its functionality, how it responds to stimuli and
how it produces actions toward its destination (Wagner, Schmuki, Wagner, and
Wolstenholme, 2006). The functionality of an electric component is the result of a complex
dynamic process depending on its mechanical, electrical, and logical design, whereas the
logic is an integrated part of the electrical realm. Logic within a hardware component is
performed by logic switches consisting of MOSFET transistors, utilizing a threshold voltage to
render binary information (Ferdjallah, 2011). A basic set of logic gates with different
functions can be constructed using different combinations of these transistors. In this
manner the seven types of logical functions used to describe outputs as a function of inputs
can be designed in the transistor format: NOT, AND, OR, NAND, NOR, XOR, NXOR, see figure
3 for the symbolic and binary representation of these logical functions.

Figure 3: Logical functions, symbols, and truth tables
As building logical functions based on the functions of single transistors is possible, but
unrealistic, the more feasible method is to use the functions that come by combining
transistors into building blocks. This is a method named combinational logic and it utilizes
truth tables, Boolean algebra and the basic seven logical functions mentioned (Ferdjallah,
2011). A combinational circuit depend only on the current inputs to set the value of its
outputs, delayed only by the propagation of the gate network (Ferdjallah, 2011). A
combinational circuit is showed in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Truth table and combinational circuit
For an uncomplicated system combinational logic can be used to plan or model system
functionality, but this is not feasible for more complicated functionality. Sequential circuits
are built on combinational logic but also incorporate memory elements, which give them the
competence to respond to inputs and activating outputs differently depending on both
current inputs and system history. The circuit is described in the terms of "states" where a
state is a stable logic condition of the circuit that is momentarily preserved. A sequential
function program that have to respond differently to inputs and output setting depending on
its state is better planned or modelled as a state machine, see figure 5 (Gomez, 2010).

Figure 5: A state machine of a coffee machine
State machines are based on the mapping of all the possible states that the machine could
be in. States are interconnected by transitional conditions deciding the rules for movement
from one state to another. A state machine is able to perform certain actions related to
localization within the system. Entry and exit actions can be performed when a state is
entered or exited. Input actions are performed within a state when a specific input condition
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is met. Each state has its own configuration of input conditions and respective outputs
(actions). Transitional actions are performed during a state change. For a table highlighting
combinational and sequential advantages and disadvantages see table 1.

Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of combinational and sequential logic (inspired by:
http://www.vlsifacts.com/difference-combinational-sequential-logic-circuits)
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3 Literature Study
3.1 Component Modelling Cases
Vermaak and Niemann (2015) used "DELMIA" software to develop a simulation model of a
reconfigurable assembly work cell in order to perform virtual commissioning by verifying
software functions, device movement and operation, and control programs. The work cell is
built out of "smart devices" which are modelled by geometry and internal logic, see figure 6.
Geometry of a smart device consist of parts, assemblies, and mechanisms (joints). A "part" is
the most fundamental geometric element of a smart device and they are arranged into
assemblies consisting of collections of parts, linked together by means of specified
constraints. Assemblies represent mechanical equipment and contain at least one fixed part
but can include several fixed and moving parts. The process to manifest the geometric
aspect of the smart device start with importing 3D parts and assigning constraints to them in
the form of alignment, orientation, and surface constraints. By specifying physical limits,
direction of movement, speed, and acceleration for the assembly, kinematic properties are
set creating a joint or mechanism, which can be coupled with behaviour by task or operation
allocation.

Figure 6: Hierarchy of a work cell and device and control logic, Vermaak and Niemann (2015)
The authors divide the logical dimension into device logic and control logic, where the later
is further divided into internal control and external control. Control logic is connected to the
supervisory control layer of the factory whereas device logic is used to design device specific
behaviour, including the logic used to control the movable geometry of the device or
assembly in order to imitate its physical original. Device logic use the inputs and outputs of
each device together with a control block using logic structures resembling Sequential
Function Charts to initiate proper behaviour, see figure 7. Smart devices are verified for
mechanical operation by joint simulation and when the model design procedure is done for
all smart devices of the work cell they are imported into the simulation environment, where
the complete system can be set up for virtual commissioning and validation. The study does
not reveal the types of equipment possible to model nor the file format used for storing the
models. Logic handling is mentioned but details about how to design, for example sensor
functions, which may be connected to the 3D engine for collision detection, are not
mentioned.
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Figure 7: Control block and internal logic Vermaak and Niemann (2015)
Hoffmann, Maksoud, Schumann, and Premier 2010 identify that the benefits of virtual
commissioning can only be harvested if sufficiently detailed simulation models can be
attained and used. As for today component models are not provided by component vendors
and must be modelled by the user from a low-level. This require high level of expertise and
effort which make virtual commissioning not feasible for small and medium sized businesses.
The authors perform a review of the current status of virtual commissioning, and the result
indicate a need for improved model building methods together with the set up and
utilization of standardized component model libraries of mechanical, electrical, and control
components. In their work the authors describe two methods of building a manufacturing
system model using the "CIROS" software. High-level modelling is based on using pre
designed models from libraries to create the plant to be simulated. The effort in this
scenario is focused on designing the plant layout correctly, configuring I/O connections and
also transferring the controller programs. Low-level modelling is necessary when pre
designed models are non-existent. Every relevant component to be used in the plant needs
to be understood and designed from geometrical, functional, and electrical aspects in order
to act as a useful model representing a mechatronic component. The authors describe how
this process could be done. Geometrical modelling start with the import of 3D CAD parts
that are arranged in hierarchical structures representing the physical object. Functional
modelling is performed by manually allocating actuator functions like translation, rotation,
gripping, etc and sensor function are likewise allocated to specific parts of the geometrical
model. In this process, functional aspects are defined and parameterised into functional
models like cylinders, turntables, sensors, gripper, etc. By electrical modelling the authors
mean adding electrical inputs and outputs to the functional models for interface connection
to control equipment or other components. The file format used to save models in "CIROS"
is not discussed but AutomationML is mentioned as a possible candidate format for
component models. How internal component behaviour is created, interacted with and
saved is not discussed.
Hummel and Braun (2008) are interested in models of automation-machines and they
propose a modelling technique where one single model consist of mechanical, electrical, and
software aspects, as they conclude that "no single model covering only one development
category will be able to describe the behaviour of the machine thoroughly". Besides the
modelling of a specific "real" component they integrate simulation software specific issues
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into their models, like collisions and material flow, since components within a production
simulation environment usually interact with material objects. The authors’ main influences
come from the "FOCUS" modelling theory and a modelling language tool based on a theory
named "AUTOFOCUS". In their modelling technique the basic element is a "component", see
figure 8. Components can be either computational or physical. Computational components
describe logical aspects of a component, like code implemented decisions and computations
which could be representing software or hardware solutions in the real machine.
Subcomponents to computational components also need to be computational. Physical
components represent aspects of the machine that inhabit the real world like structure
position, orientation, and shape. Subcomponents of physical components may be either
physical or logical which enable the union of different dimensions or aspects within a single
model. There are three sub-types of physical components. Solid components where the
space defined by the component can not be penetrated by other solid objects. Virtual
components which are penetrable regions used for modelling for example light beams of
sensors, or the range of a RFID scanner. Logical components are used for grouping other
physical components. Visualization of the model is mediated by geometric information for
shape and motion-axis definition for linear or rotational movement. Axis definition contain
direction and minimum and maximum values.

Figure 8: Different component and port types Hummel and Braun (2008)
Components use interfaces described by using ports to exchange all types of information
with the internal and external environment and connections are mediated by channels
attaching inputs to outputs. Ports and channels utilize type to define information type
exchanged; only compatible ports may be connected. Signal ports are used to exchange
logical signals, modelling asynchronous function calls or bus communications. Transportation
ports deal with material and communicate movement of material from one component to
another. Collision ports describe what kinds of collisions are allowed for the component.
Collision detection of objects should be handled by the execution environment but the
response has to be modelled in the component. The authors propose the use of hybrid
automata to describe and model component behaviour using component ports and logic in
order to influence component functionality. Their hybrid solution is derived from
"AUTOFOCUS" and is extended using ideas form another source. In an example of a
photoelectric barrier the hybrid automata resemble a state machine with some extra details
shown in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Authors hybrid automata for a photoelectric barrier Hummel and Braun (2008)
The article describe the need to include simulation environmental aspects within component
models such as 3D object phenomenon like object collisions and response, and material
handling. For software aspects handling the authors conclude that many other approaches
could be used, like state charts or petri nets but this would place greater demand on the
modeller to design a solution to close the gap between the simulation environment concepts
and the other domains within the model. File format for saving proposed modelling
technique are not discussed but the modelling language Modelica is suggested as a
candidate with the remark that it requires a high level of physical data like mass, moment of
inertia, and friction coefficients which are not always available at times when models are
built and simulations needed.
Balda (2017) is developing a real-time simulator for component models based on the
Functional Mock Up Interface (FMI) standard. The simulator is integrated into a real-time
control runtime named "RexCore" and the model used to demonstrate the simulator
capabilities is created using "OpenModelica" exporting the model using the FMI format. An
overview of the model is provided in figure 10. FMI is a software tool independent standard
for model exchange and co-simulation of dynamic models utilizing a combination of xml-files
and compiled code, all baked into a zip file with the .FMU extension for Functional Mock-up
Unit (www.functional-mockup-interface.org). After a model is built in a FMI format
compatible software, it is compiled into platform independent C or binary code which serve
to protect model specific intelligence property. The code is accompanied by a XML file
holding the interface description. The authors does not discuss the basic creation of the
model in OpenModelica nor the file format used to save this model only that it is exported
to the FMI format. The authors are able to design a simulator that interact with the model
interface inputting voltage and getting the output of "the difference between the rotation
angle of the motor shaft and the rotation angle of the load on the flexible shaft". The
component model does not utilize any geometric or kinematic representation of the DC
motor. Model logic, interface, and user parameters (c=c, spring stiffness) are integrated in
the OpenModelica model itself.
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Figure 10: DC motor model, Balda (2017)
Faltinski, Niggemann, Moriz, and Mankowski (2012) set out to test the usability of the file
format AutomationML (AML) as an integrating data format placed in the centre of a
production facilities development process. One part of their study focus on AML as a file
format, for components that require some form of behavioural description. They use a
modelling technique, inspired by Object Management Group's (OMG) Model-Driven
Architecture (MDA) where the first step erects a logical architecture of software modules
and plant models into a "Platform Independent Model" (PIM). Secondly, the logical layer is
mapped onto a specific hardware topology manifesting the system architecture, the
Platform Specific Model (PSM). The PIM is designed in an early phase of a plant design,
where structures and components are planned in an abstract way. This initial "sketch"
become a hierarchical model structure, where the instances get their functional description
from the AML RoleClassLib. Components inhabiting the structure may also need a
behavioural aspect description, which is manifested by an AML interface pointing to a
PLCOpenXML file or a Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU). PLCOpenXML is an integral part of
AML as FMU is not, a standard interface for external files is used to reference the FMU
model. The authors motivate the use of FMU models by mentioning that PLCOpenXML does
not handle complex dynamic models based on differential equations for behaviour
modelling, and the AML utilized MathML, which is used to handle mathematical formulas, is
evaluated to become too complex and error prone to use for their purpose.

Figure 11: Graphical AutomationML model, Faltinski et al (2012)
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The authors engage in system modelling by developing a graphical editor using Visual Studio
2010 Visualization and Modeling SDK. A model of two production modules are created using
the AML RoleClassLib. The model is connected to a 2D graphical representation, see figure
11. Component signals, like sensors and actuators, are mapped to a component representing
the PLC software. On the top level the simulation model is located, holding references to a
FMU model containing behaviour content for the entire module, which is represented with
dotted lines. It is also possible to use separate FMUs for every component (sensor, conveyor,
etc) which through AML interfacing lets you choose what components to simulate. This way
hardware-in-the-loop simulations can be done where hardware counterparts easily can be
excluded from simulation. Model geometry and kinematics are not discussed as their
simulation seem not to include 3D graphics. Complete details of FMU are not presented.

3.2 Data Formats
A data model for emulation models of industrial components need to be able to handle
geometric data, kinematic data, logical data, interface data, and user parameter or
attributes data. In this chapter a file format overview is conducted including some well
known formats, see table 2. Previous mentioned data aspects are analyzed together with the
data format relationship to ISO/IEC standards and whether the format is free and open.
From a component perspective geometric data contain information about the component
material structure, and kinematics about movement of these structures. Logic describe
component behaviour. Interface hold descriptions of inputs, outputs, and the
interconnection of them. User parameters or attributes is the ability of the data format to
hold user and developer defined parameters. ISO/IEC standard refers to the data formats
relation to ISO/IEC standards and Open/Free means that the format is free for anyone to
use.

Table 2: Comparison of data formats. Formats with (x) are not standards but built on
standards.
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3.2.1 STEP
The "Standard for Exchange of Product Model Data" (ISO 10303) aim to standardize
product data models and their exchange for many different industries, covering product
physical and functional aspects throughout the entire life cycle supporting geometry,
kinematics, topology, relationship, attributes, assemblies, and configuration of product
management data (Molhanec, 2006). To handle multiple industries STEP defines area
specific product models called Application Protocols (AP). STEP was released in the late 80's
and utilized standard data modelling languages EXPRESS and EXPRESS-G, included in the ISO
standard (10303-11). The EXPRESS data modelling language is used for data object definition
and EXPRESS-G for graphical notation and originally STEP only used a flat file format, storing
data in plain text. Later developments include integration of XML for data modelling and
making the graphical notation compatible with UML. The STEP standard does not support
product logic information, as Pratt (1998) mention that some CAD models carry a lot of
"behavioural" information that is lost when model exchange using STEP is used. STEP does
not seem to be widely used for kinematic data either as Yujiang (2011), who implement
kinematic modelling based on the STEP format, found no guide or valid examples of
kinematic implementation in the ISO related information and only one research resource to
base his implementation on. STEP is copyrighted by ISO and is not open or freely available
although the EXPRESS schemas are available freely.

3.2.2 URDF
The Unified Robot Description Format is a Robot Operation System (ROS) XML based
specification to describe a robot (www.ros.org/urdf, 2018). It contains information about
robot mechanical parts and their specifications. Technical information covered by URDF is
kinematic and dynamic description, visual representation, and a collision model. Robots are
described in terms of link elements and joints connecting links together. A link element
describe a rigid body and can have three types of child nodes: Inertia properties (mass,
inertial matrix), visual properties (shape, colour, texture, COLLADA/STL file link), and collision
(geometry of collision body). Joint elements describe the part connecting two links and also
define the kinematics, dynamics and safety limits of the joint. Two child nodes named parent
and child hold the names of the links connected by the joint. Six joint types are available, see
figure 12.
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Figure 12: Table of joint types and XML snippet of URDF example
Two limitations mentioned are the use of tree structures for the robots which disable some robotic
designs, like the parallel robot. The other limitation is the use of rigid links, flexible links are not
supported. Further there is no standard specification for internal logic or the creation of user
parameters or attributes. URDF is open and free for anyone to use.

3.3.3 COLLADA
COLLADA is a data exchange file format managed by the Khronos Group
(https://www.khronos.org/collada, 2018) and is developed to support exchange of digital
assets related to 3D applications between different software applications. COLLADA utilize
the XML format to define an open standard XML schema to be used for exchanging digital
assets among various graphic software applications. The file format is adopted by the ISO
organization and is used by many established businesses. The first version 1.0 was released
in 2005 followed by several updates until the latest version 1.5 was released in 2008. One of
the important features in version 1.5 was the addition of kinematics, see table 3.
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Table 3: Main features of COLLADA version 1.4 and 1.5.
Logic behaviour is not mentioned within the standard nor the ability to create and connect
user specific interfaces like outputs and inputs to be used to interact with the model. Extra
tags can be added but they may not be parsed by other applications.

3.3.4 SDF
Simulation Description Format is an open XML format for description of objects and
environments that could be used in robot simulators, visualization, and control. Originally it
was developed for a specific software "Gazebo robot simulator" with scientific robot
applications in mind, and has over the years been developed to an extensible format capable
of describing many aspects of robots, static, and dynamic objects, lighting, terrain, and
physics (sdformat.org/spec, 2019). SDF does not mention logical behaviour data nor any
standardized way to add interfaces or user specified parameters or attributes. An example of
XML tags used for SDF can be seen in figure 13.

Figure 13: XML snippet of SDF format

3.3.5 PLCOpen XML Format
The PLCOpen XML format is based on the IEC 61131-3 standard for programmable logic
controllers. IEC 61131-3 defines two graphical and two textual programming standards for
ladder diagram, function block diagram, structured text, instruction list, and sequential
function chart programs. PLCOpen XML was developed by the independent organization
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PLCOpen and the open interface they developed allow users to exchange their programs,
libraries, and projects between development environments (www.plcopen.org, 2018). Since
PLCs are programmed using logical operations and sequential tools, other components could
also be programmed using these methods (Suß, Strahilov, and Diedrich, (2015). The format
lacks the competence to describe more complex behaviour that need algebraic or
differential equation systems to properly describe its behaviour dynamics. This file format is
about logic descriptions so no geometric or kinematic data is specified. PLCOpen XML is
open and free for anyone to use.

3.3.6 XML
XML stands for Extensible Markup Language and is a file format that is not designed to be
used with any specific software or task why it could be called a universal file format
(Liljegren, 2008). XML is a subset of the ISO standard Standard Generalized Markup
Language SGML and one of its primary goals was to enable generic SGML to be served,
received, and processed on the web (https://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml, 2018) as a mean to
support the accumulating shortcomings of HTML due to progress in web development and
become the new standard. This role as a web standard was never achieved instead it has
become a standard for data handling in general and today XML is mainly used to classify and
structure data using element and attribute tags together with the ability to encapsulate
elements within each other to form hierarchical structures, see figure 14 (Liljegren, 2008). To
utilize XML files a parser is used to serve the used application with the XML information. As
seen in the examples the code can be easily read if good semantic naming of the elements
and attributes are used.

Figure 14: XML structure with parents and children using elements and elements and
attributes

3.3.7 AML
Automation Markup Language (AML) is an open, free, vendor neutral, XML-based data
exchange format developed and maintained by AutomationML e.V and is standardized
within the IEC standard. The format enable data transfer between different heterogeneous
software residing within the scope of manifesting the overall process of automation system
design and implementation (www.automationml.org/ AML in a nutshell). The format follow
a modular structure and integrate already existing XML-based data formats for
representation of different data aspects. For geometry and kinematics COLLADA is used. For
control related logic data PLCOpen XML is used. A top information layer based on the CEAX
standard hosts a topological object oriented data handling where semantics of objects can
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be specified using classes. Data objects can be interconnected using interface classes and
objects can be assigned user specified attributes.

3.3 OPC UA
"Open Platform Communication Unified Architecture" is a standardized communication
platform using a service oriented server and client methodology. A server is set up as the
main data holder (address space) and can be accessed by clients using request services
through a defined interface. Examples of services are reading and writing data to the address
space or subscribing to certain information nodes within the address space, see figure 15.
OPC UA is an object oriented technology using common object oriented techniques such as
classes, subclasses, instantiation and referencing. The class system is based on a list of eight
none extensible classes giving OPC UA a well defined framework. This technology is the
result of multiple developments, all focusing on vendor independent data exchange within
automated systems, integrated into one. The technology is maintained by the OPC
foundation having over 400 vendors as members where OPC UA compatibility is stressed.

Figure 15: Simplified OPC UA Server and client setup
Martinez, G.S., Karhela, T., Vyatkin, V., Miettinen, T., and Pang, C. (2015) suggest that
simulation models are often used during the system design phase but not as much after, due
to high maintenance costs and time consuming integration with the physical system. The
authors believe that model utilization, post design phase could be beneficial in many ways,
why they propose a methodology to prolong simulation models life span. They design a
tracking simulator which is a technology based on a running physical system that collect and
communicate actual process information to a parallel running simulation model. In this way
the simulated state match the physical system state. The authors use OPC UA technology to
manifest the information communication between the physical system and the simulation
model. Compared to an "online simulation" their "tracking simulation" performance is more
accurate, see figure 16.
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Figure 16: Online simulator and tracking simulator
An implementation of the technology is done using a simple water heating system as the
physical system. Conclusion is that using OPC UA worked well and had benefits including
tight integration between system parts, less development work to interface system
components, and readiness for future component integration.
Moraes, E., Lepikson, H., Konstantinov, S., Wermann, J., Ahmad, B., and Harrison, R. (2015)
identify a current requirement for industrial manufacturing companies to elevate production
rate of customized products and simultaneously keep a high level of process optimization.
This translates to the need for agile production systems with high flexibility. One key
capability in order to design automated systems with high flexibility is the possibility to
efficiently connect and utilize heterogeneous software and hardware from different
vendors. The authors identify that there is no current standard for solving this connection
and interoperability problem and identify OPC UA as a promising initiative and candidate for
overcoming this challenge. To demonstrate the connectivity and interoperability of OPC UA
they connect a physical system via a PLC to a virtual representation of the system in Onevue
software in order to perform remote viewing, see figure 17.

Figure 17: System connectivity
The physical system is composed of a rotary table receiving work pieces via a conveyor, then
presenting them to a set of operations performing drilling, inspection and ejecting the work
pieces. The cell was modelled in Onevue and then simulated followed by PLC code
generation for the hardware PLC. A list of variables to monitor was manually created. A
communication channel were established between the real-life system and the virtual
engineering tool "Onevue viewer" facilitated by OPC UA technology, implemented using a
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server and client setup. An OPC UA client was developed and used to connect to the OPC UA
Server. Final setup managed to extract real-life data from the physical system and
successfully channel it through the established connection all the way to the Onevue realtime simulation model which performed satisfactory, according to the authors.
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4 Development of the Data Model
To approach the goal of developing a data model for emulation models of industrial
components, the "design and creation research strategy" was used to develop a
methodology in order to facilitate a systematic progress and growth of mentioned data
model. In the following chapter this methodology is described, followed by a description of
the process itself.

4.1 Development Methodology Overview
A methodology was designed with the objective to systematically work towards the goal of
creating a data model able to encapsulate emulation models of industrial components, see
figure 18. Here, the methodology is firstly summarized later to be described in more detail in
the following chapters. First some decisions relating to the design and presentation of the
data model was made, followed by the creation of a list of components to be modelled
during the data model development. Listed components were selected strategically in a way
that each component would either force an expansion of the data model, by comprising
diverse structural and functional attributes or verify the model flexibility. Selected
components were converted into matrices, mapping the components different data
requirements according to geometric, kinematic, behaviour, interface, emulation specific,
and parametric needs. These data categories where identified during the literature review. A
tentative data model was designed by identifying solutions for the component data needs
registered in the matrix. Existing file format solutions were the main source for data
elements used to address component needs. After this set of preparatory tasks the iterative
section of the methodology was entered. The iteration section start with selection of a
component to work with. Information about the specific component is gathered by
acquisition of related specification sheets, 3D models, electrical diagrams and functional
descriptions. These documents where studied and the component matrix was further
developed if new relevant information surfaced. Next, the component was modelled by
either using existing data from the tentative data model, or by extracting additional
information from the file formats, or by developing new data model elements. Once the
modelling of the component was considered finished, the model was evaluated according to
the component matrix. If the data model was considered "good enough" any new emerged
data elements was integrated into the tentative data model. After this step the iteration
process restarted with the selection of a new component to model. This iteration was
repeated until all components had been treated. At this point all components where once
again re-evaluated to see if any late discoveries could be applicable to early treated
components. After this step the data model was finalized and the development phase was
over.
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Figure 18: Data model development methodology

4.2 Data Model Decisions Concerning Design and Presentation
The emulation software environment used for implementation is based on the OPC UA
platform, which use object oriented techniques. This led to the decision to base the data
model on object oriented techniques such as classes, instantiation, inheritance, and explicit
relations. A class diagram is selected for visual representation of the data model and as
naming convention, the "snake_case" is selected using only lower case letters and
underscore instead of space.

4.4 Listing Components to Model
Selection of components to model was made with regard to their potential to test or evolve
the tentative data model. Their structural and functional attributes was considered and
related to the data areas identified in the literature study. For the final list of modelled
components, see appendix A.

4.5 Creating Component Matrices and Mapping Data Need
A first analysis of the selected components were performed by mapping each component
perceived data need into matrices covering the following areas identified in the literature
study: geometry: models structural parts of a component, kinematic: model moving parts by
defining joints, behaviour: model component response to stimuli, interfaces: model ports
and connections, emulation specific (ES): used to mimic real world functionalities when the
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component is embedded in an emulation environment, parameters: model component
specific attributes. See figure 19 for the first draft of the data model and figure 20, and 21
for examples of component matrices.

Figure 19: First draft of the data model composed from material in the literature study

Figure 20: Example of data need matrix for a relay component

Figure 21: Example of data need matrix for a double acting cylinder component
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4.6 Tentative Data Model Design
A tentative data model diagram was created by processing component matrices step by
step addressing component needs one by one. Needs where covered by firstly investigating
and adopting existing solutions by established file formats, and secondly by creating new
solutions and thirdly the need was put on a "waiting" list to be processed at a later stage
when increased experience could enable a solution for the data need. The development of
the data model from the initial state to the tentative data diagram can be seen in figure 19
and figure 22. This stage showed that the data model may grow in complexity as analysis of
different components presented some challenges to the simplistic base model. For example,
some components need multiple geometric shapes and sometimes they need to be
interconnected by joints with different characteristics announcing more specific data
elements.

Figure 22: The first draft is developed into the tentative data model

4.7 Further Analysis of Component Data Needs
Component matrices were further developed by analysis of component related documents
and material. As components can be described in great detail, some limitations were set on
the amount of detail to adapt into the data model. This limitation was decided by
investigating emulation software models and in discussion with experienced developers
from the University. Examples of matrices can be seen in figure 23.
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Figure 23: Example of component data needs recorded in matrices

4.8 Component Modelling
Component modelling was conducted by creating a data model diagram for every
component, see figure 24 for light component example. The component matrix was used to
identify data needs and the tentative data model and the examined data formats were used
to identify appropriate data elements to model the component. If no appropriate element
was found a data element was created. As another thesis was working in parallel with
methodology for component behaviour related to energy consumption there was a lot of
discussion and cooperation in the parts of the data model containing behaviour and
interface modelling data.
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Figure 24: Example data model for light component, interface connections for visual
purposes

4.9 Good Enough Model and Data Model Finalization
When a model was assessed "good enough", by making sure it fulfilled the matrix
registered needs, any new findings from the modelling phase were integrated into the
tentative data model. When all components were modelled the tentative data model was
finalized, meaning it was inspected and reorganized to have a better look and feel. This
concluded the development phase.
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5 Implementation
To approach the goal of demonstrating the data model by implementation using a suitable
file format the "design and creation research strategy" was used to develop a methodology
to facilitate a systematic approach. In the following chapter this methodology is described
followed by the description of the manifested process.

5.1 Implementation Methodology Overview
Once the data model was finalized the process of demonstration by implementation was
initiated. This process was performed in cooperation with the University of Skövde. A
methodology was designed with the objective to systematically guide the work towards the
goal of implementing the proposed data model using an open file format within the
framework of the emulation framework being developed at the University of Skövde, see
figure 25. Here, the methodology is summarized to be described in more detail in the
following chapters. First an effort was made to understand the emulation environment. This
was done by meeting and talking with developers as well as engaging in familiarizing
activities with the software. A file format decision was made followed by selection of
components to implement. After these preparatory tasks the iterative section of the
methodology was entered. The iteration section start with selection of the next component
to implement. XML tags were designed and the implementation was tested in the emulation
environment. When the implementation was satisfactory the current iteration was finished
and if there still was components to implement another iteration was performed. When all
implementations were done the process was finished.

Figure 25: Diagram of methodology for data model implementation
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5.2 Emulation Environment Understanding
An emulation environment is currently being developed at the University of Skövde using
UPC UA technology, see figure 26. An OPC UA server act as main data container for dynamic
data while an ftp server contain static data. A client API is directing the communication
between the main parts of the environment and the OPC UA server. Currently Panda3D is
used for viewing. Bullet physics are handling physics. The Open emulation platform is the
main program. For behaviour an FMI engine is used. Energy and connection engines are
developed in-house. Files are stored and accessed via cloud services.

Figure 26: Emulation environment

5.3 File Format Selection: XML
Revisiting the literature study looking for an appropriate open file format, the obvious
similarity between the investigated file formats are their common XML structure. The mild
exception is the STEP format which was originated as a plain text format only to have a XML
extension developed. XML has become a standard for data handling and is suitable for tasks
where classification, structuring, and hierarchical needs are prominent. Other strengths with
XML is the availability of software tools for parsing, handling and creating XML files, already
developed in most programming languages together with the ability to create XML schemas
for strict control of the document formalia.

5.4 Designing XML Tags
Converting component data diagrams to XML files was done in cooperation with University
of Skövde. As the data model and OPC UA both are based on object oriented technology the
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conversion of data model components to XML was pretty straight forward once a concept
was decided upon. Structure of XML tags related to data model element are represented by
example in section 6.

5.5 Implementation Tests and Results
Model functionality was tested by execution in the emulation environment. Functionality
was tested based on component functionality such as 3D placement, joint definition and
movements, mouse click actions, energy transference, etc. If the implementation was
evaluated "good enough" either another iteration was made, if any component wasn't
treated, or the phase was finished. Implemented components include power sources,
buttons, lights, relays, and switches. Components were also implemented as small
interconnected systems. Images related to one of these systems are presented in appendix
c. This system contain a dc source, a button, a relay, and a light. When the button is pressed
the relay is activated and the light goes on and off.
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6 Data Model for Emulation Models of Industrial
Components
6.1 Data Model Explanation and Overview
The final data model is presented as a class diagram in figure 29, and in Appendix B.
Squares represent classes. Green squares are superclasses and yellow are subclasses. Top
field of the square hold instance name to the left of the colon and class name to the right.
Field under contain variables. Variable name is to the left of the colon and variable data type
is to the right. Numbers within brackets symbol an array within the data type. Plus sign mean
that the variable is public and accessible for other elements while minus sign indicate
accessibility only for owning class. For clarification see figure 27.

Figure 27: Data element explanation
Relationships between classes are described using arrows, see figure 28. An arrow with a
hollow arrow at one end is a subclass with inheritance to the class it is pointing to. Straight
lines without symbols are associative classes with no inheritance witch mean that they are
"child classes" but without inheritance.

Figure 28: Data element relationship explanation
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Figure 29: Final data model, also in Appendix B
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6.2 Data Model Breakdown
In this chapter the data model elements are described, together with an XML example
based on the syntax used in the implementation.

6.2.1 component
The component data element is the component main parent. The instance name of this
class should hold the component name. A frame establish the component position in 3D
space. Base_body contain the name of a component body and informs what geometry is the
base of the component, which is needed for example when a component is structured of
multiple geometries and the user click on a geometry that is not the base, in an attempt to
move the component. In this situation base_body inform what body to use for movement
computations of the component. Static hold information about whether the component is
static in 3D space or dynamic. The component class is also a place to declare global variables
and properties as seen in the XML tag example: my_custom_variable, and
my_custom_property. When modelling global variables and properties they should appear in
the data element node using the same syntax as other variables.
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6.2.2 symbol
The symbol data element contain an uniform resource identifier (uri) allocating a 2D symbol
for the component. 2D representations could be used to visualize interfaces, connections, or
component icons.

6.2.3
6.2.3 light
The light data element contain information about a light source. A frame position the light
in 3D space, relative to the component. Attenuation is describing the loss of light intensity
over distance. Color describe the RGB color of the light and light type describe different
characteristic light sources. Active informs if the light is active or not.

6.2.4 body, rigid_body
The body data element is the main parent class for the component geometric structure. All
geometric features are sorted under this class. A frame position the body in 3D space and
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mass couple the body with a mass. The rigid_body data element inform that the geometric
structure being constructed is constituted of rigid bodies, as opposed to soft bodies which
are not treated in this thesis.

6.2.5 geometry, collada_geometry, bam_geometry
The geometry data element is the main parent for data elements containing information
about files storing geometric mesh information. A frame put the geometry in 3D space
related to the parent rigid body. Uri hold the path and filename to the mesh file. Scale is
used to scale the mesh. Color set a mesh color and transparency (last float). Left and right
mouse are used to record mouse clicks on the mesh. Collada_geometry and bam_geometry
respectively point to mesh files in collada and bam format.
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6.2.6 collision_shape, box_shape,
box_shape, collada_shape
The collision_shape data element is the main parent for data elements used to set a
collision shape for a rigid body. A collision shape is a geometric mapping that inform
software when collision between objects are happening. Collision bodies have a frame to
place the shape in 3D space relative to the rigid body. Scale is used to scale the shape and
visible informs if the collision shape is visualized or not. Box_shape is a box shaped collision
body using the variable size to set the length of its sides. Collada_shape use an unified
resource identifier to point to a collada file to use as collision shape.
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6.2.7 material, simple_material, conveyor_material
conveyor_material,
terial, data_material
The material data element is the main parent for data elements used to attach a material
to a body. Different materials add different characteristics to the body. Friction set a friction
coefficient and type informs about the type of material like "metal", "plastic", "wood", or
"glass". Simple_material is a material only using friction and type to define itself.
Conveyor_material is a special case of material, used to mimic the movement of objects
when they come into contact with a conveyor moving surface. Motion_speed and
motion_direction set the speed and direction for the objects in contact. Data_material is
used to store data within a material that can be accessed by software sensors, see
data_ray_sensor. Data is a string used to store the data. Two example applications of data
material could be modelling barcode or RFID technology.

6.2.8 joint,
joint, translational, rotational
The joint data element is the main parent for elements used to model a joint. A joint is
used to connect different bodies and define moving constraints between them. A frame put
the joint in 3D space related to the component. Parent_body and child_body define two
bodies to be connected. Axis_initial_position set the starting point of the joint. Limit_lower
and limit_upper set the boundaries for the joint. Translational is used to define translational
joint where force, speed, and position are used for joint behaviour. Rotational is used to
define a rotational joint where torque, angular_speed, and rotation are used for joint
behaviour.
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6.2.9 behaviour, fmi_behaviour,
fmi_behaviour, fmi_port
The behaviour data element is the main parent of behavioural information. Fmi_behaviour
inform that fmi technology and fmu files are used, and the uri point to the source fmu file.
Step_time set an execution step time for the fmu file. Fmu's come with a set interface
containing inputs, outputs, and parameters why a fmi_port data element exist. The fmi_port
instance use the name of the fmu port and the connected_to is used to assign a destination.
Port_type describe if the port is an input or output port. This part of the data model was
heavily influenced by discussions with the second thesis group developing a methodology for
energy consumption and related behaviour.
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6.2.10 ports, signal_port,
signal_port, electricelectric-, pneumaticpneumatic-, hydraulic signal
The ports data element is the main parent for port modelling data. Signal_port is the
parent of electric, pneumatic, and hydraulic signals. Each signal has a frame allowing
placement in 3D space. Signal_type is used to register if the signal is a producer or consumer
which mean if the signal is receiving or transmitting energy. Electric_signal hold voltage and
current information while pneumatic_signal and hydraulic_signal hold pressure and flow
information. This part of the data model was heavily influenced by discussions with the
second thesis group developing a methodology for energy consumption and related
behaviour.
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6.2.11 ports, communication_port, OPCUA, ethernet
The ports data element is the main parent for port modelling data. Communication_port is
the main parent of communication port elements. A frame put the communication port in
3D space related to the component. OPCUA is an OPC UA communication port data element
where server_adress hold the internet protocol adress of the server. PDU_OPCUA contain a
description of the data packets used by the parent communication technology. Node_id is a
unique node identifier. Data_type set the packet data type and the value. Direction set
communication direction by the options "read" or "write". Update_rate set an interval for
reading or writing. Ethernet describe an ethernet communication port where IP_address
hold its internet protocol address. PDU_ethernet contain a description of the data packets
used by the parent communication technology. Address hold the memory address and offset
set a memory adress offset. Direction set communication direction by the options "read" or
"write". Encoding_type set the sequential order of bytes by the options: "big-endian" or
"little-endian". IEC_Datatype set the data type according to IEC standardization.
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6.2.12 sensor, ray_sensor,
ray_sensor, analoganalog-, digitaldigital-, data_ray_sensor
The sensor data element is the main parent of elements modelling software sensors. A
software sensor is used to gather information about objects in 3D space. It operates by
creating a "sensor object" in 3D space. If any object collide with this sensor object their
information can be retrieved and used. This is a way to mimic sensors in an emulation
environment. A frame put the sensor in 3D space related to the component.
Collision_materials set the different materials that trigger a collision and allows collision
filtering. Materials are modelled in the geometry section. Active set the sensor active or
disables it. Ray_sensor is the main parent of ray sensors which are sensor objects in 3D
space resembling a ray. Vertical_samples set numbers of sensors rays within a distance
specified by the angles vertical_min and vertical_max. Horizontal_samples set numbers of
sensors rays within a distance specified by the angles horizontal_min and horizontal_max.
Analog_ray_sensor is a ray sensor that return the distance to the nearest collided object.
Digital_ray_sensor is a ray sensor that only return true or false according to a collision
occuring or not. Data_ray_sensor is a ray sensor that extract stored data from the collided
object.
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7 Discussion
7.1 General Discussion
The University of Skövde requested an open data model for emulation models with the
ability to model industrial equipment at component level. This data model should allow
transparent systematic development of emulation models in an extendible and flexible
manner. Thesis results show that the methodology and data model developed in this thesis
comply with these demands. The data model showed it extensibility by starting out as a
tentative data skeleton and then being extended by systematically analyzing and addressing
data needs component by component. During this process the data model exercised
flexibility by being able to integrate data from a diverse, but limited, set of components.
Transparency is delivered by careful documentation of the process and results. After the
data model was finalized an implementation was undertaken. Some selected component
models were encoded using the XML format, and where then loaded into the emulation
environment. A test on component level was successfully conducted. This show the
significance of the project, delivering a fully objective compliant and applicable proposal.
When investigating open data models for emulation models to use during the start of this
project, none was found. No standard file formats for emulation models where found either.
Instead a couple of data models and file formats for description of mechatronic and
automation systems were found. Here, a decision could have been made to adopt one of
these data models and modify it to fit the thesis objectives. This option was considered but
declined with the argument that any existing model would need to be heavily modified in
order to fulfil the thesis objectives. Lots of data would have been excluded from the selected
model and a lot of data would be included from other models. This process could lead to a
situation where it is hard to say, at any time, which data model is most prevalent within the
thesis model. With this in mind a decision was made to start with a blank slate and make
individual data element selections whenever a new need was apparent.
As initial investigations showed no standardized or open file formats for emulation models
this work could act as starting point for such a proposal. The openness invite anyone
interested in emulation to adapt and develop the data model or file formats without the
need to start from the beginning. Accepted and used standard file formats could increase
the availability of emulation models.
One limitation of the project was the time constraint which led to the inability to include
more components in the development and the implementation phase. Components
modelled where of low to medium complexity witch left the data model less stress tested
when exposed to increased complexity in models. Also it is not known how the data model
itself would cope with integration of many new data elements, when it comes to overview
and usability. Implementation was done using XML and the emulation environment
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developed at the University of Skövde. How well the data model works with other file
formats and emulation technologies are unknown.

7.2 Sustainable development
It is hard to directly assess this thesis impact on issues of sustainable development.
However, if it is considered a possibility that the data model could be a part of the
development of emulation technology applicable to a systems life cycle, some assumptions
and reflections could be made on how that emulation technology could impact sustainability
issues. Following are some reflections on how emulation could affect social, environmental,
and economic factors. In the following paragraph reflections are not explicitly sorted
according to these three factors, but left implicit.
There is a future potential for emulation to perform much of the testing of a system before
it is implemented. One way to test systems today is to build them on a test site, test them,
deconstruct them and once again build them on-site. If much, or all, of this could be tested
virtually the whole process of building the system twice could be eliminated. This could lead
to better working environment, working on computers instead of an industrial site. Less
transportation, heavy lifting, and time spent. Emulation could also be used for training
system operators and maintenance staff before the system is implemented, this may
shorten the system ramp up time and time for maintenance activities, increasing production
time. Testing and debugging control programs virtually make the programs better working,
leading to less time debugging when implemented in the real system. Implementing an
already debugged program also minimize the risk for damaging hardware. Emulation could
be used to understand complex systems and perhaps it could be used to understand how to
best upgrade existing system instead of investing in new ones. This could lead to less
machines and parts being produced saving resources. With detailed emulation, energy
consumption of systems could be investigated. This could lead to energy optimization and
making better hardware selections, for example selecting appropriate size on motors. Using
a digital twin could help to prolong the lifetime of a system by optimized coordination and
use of maintenance. Longer lifetime of machines could minimize the need of buying new
equipment. Emulation is a technology with the potential for humans to understand the
possibilities of complex automation systems. This could drive the automation of more and
more workplaces making ordinary manual work obsolete, perhaps leading to unemployment
in varying degrees. If automation of manual work would be sudden and widespread this
could pose social challenges to be countered.
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8 Conclusion
8.1 Conclusions
The aim with this thesis was to propose and demonstrate a data model for emulation
models of industrial components. Several demands were included to be met: allow for
structural work with development of emulation models, openness, extendibility, and
flexibility. A data model was created meeting these demands as described in the following
conclusions.
In order to fulfil the demand of systematic development of emulation models of industrial
components, a strategy with this focus was designed and deployed in this thesis. First, a
simple tentative data model was established based on a literature study. Second, an iterative
process of systematic analysis of single components, mapping their modelling data needs
then assigning data elements accordingly, systematically and gradually grew the data model.
As the model grew, mapping component needs and assigning data elements was done with
more ease as only new data needs had to be figured out and assigned with new elements.
Already covered needs were simply reused. It is concluded that working systematically with
development of emulation models at component level using a data model as a base is fully
feasible according to the results presented in this thesis. During the project several benefits
of using a data model when developing emulation models were prominent. As mentioned,
the modelling process got increasingly efficient once the data model had integrated a few
components. Especially similar components were modelled quickly using its precursor as
template. Another benefit was when new types of components were modelled. This could
demand updates of already established data elements leading to reflections upon
components utilizing these data elements and could result in favourable data element
updates translating into these component models as well. In the implementation phase two
benefits were encountered. By designing a data model of the component before
implementing it as code served as a good basis for discussion and modelling training. Also
having a data model together with the code serve as visual documentation and could make
the code easier to follow and update, if properly implemented.
The demand of being an extendible data model is clearly fulfilled as the data model starts
as a bare minimum consisting only of high level data element categories and is then
expanded and refined, component by component into a data model with the competence of
modelling a conventional list of industrial components. Data elements can, in them selves,
be extended by addition of variables. New data elements and even complete data structures
can be added when called for. The demand of data model flexibility is exercised by the
successful integration of industrial components with a range of diverse structural and
functional attributes. Component complexity within this project range from buttons, lights,
and relays to motors and pneumatic cylinders. Many conventional components are covered
and some are absent, like robots. The demand for transparency is demonstrated by
presenting the used development methodology together with the resulting data model. Each
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aspect of the data model is presented with a diagram showing the data element, it's context
and an example of data element encoding using XML. Explanatory text is used to further
describe the data and it's supposed function.

8.2 Future Work and Improvements
The data model within this project claim only to be a possible candidate for transparent and
systematic development for emulation models of industrial components. As such, it is only a
base model tested for a few conventional industrial components. In order to expand the
model and develop confidence in the data model abilities to handle most industrial
components, additional components types of different complexity should be modelled and
tested. Four important categories of equipment not covered in this thesis model are robots,
automated guided vehicles (AGV), vision systems, and augmented reality equipment.
Another important ingredient suitable for future work would be the modelling of human
workers. Humans are often present within automated systems. Collaborative systems
consisting of humans together with robots are surfacing and emulation of these systems
could be beneficial.
In the quest for Digital Twins more and more of the information residing within the physical
system needs to be stored and utilized within the virtual models. Future work toward Digital
Twins means increasing the detail level within the models. Testing the performance of an
object oriented data model when information is diverse and plentiful is an interesting topic.
Digital Twins of the future may very well be connected to their physical counterparts why an
interesting area of investigation would be to explore if the data model presented in this
thesis would benefit from any particular modifications in order to facilitate an easy
connection between the virtual and physical system. Also the integration of maintenance
parameters into the model could be an interesting aspect to investigate. As complexity
within physical and virtual models increase the need for optimization also increase. Tactics
for data model integration of interfaces for optimization and multiple-objective optimization
frameworks would be an interesting field. As technology develops and if emulation become
common practice, modelling education may become a necessity for many companies and
educational institutions. One area for investigation could be the possible benefits of using a
data model for emulation models in educational purposes.
Further, the components modelled in this thesis need to be tested in more complex
constellations, connected and interacting with other models and for longer periods of time.
This could reveal areas for potential improvements within the data model, and also suggest
areas for expansion. Another topic for future work is generalization of the model, in order to
investigate model performance on other platforms than the one used in this thesis. If a good
level of generalization is possible, the model could pose as a suggestion for standardization
of emulation models for industrial components.
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Appendix A - Modelled Components
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Appendix B - Data Model
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Appendix C - Implementation Example

Figure: Circuit diagram showing an implemented system of interconnected components

Figure: DC source, button, relay, and light implemented into the emulation environment
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Figure: OPC UA server view of the system
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